
Evan J’s Oh!Sound Poetry Reading, Feb 17, 2022 

Program 

 

Part 1 (10-minutes): Poems from Ripping down half the trees (MQUP 2021) 

Page 17: “Of course you do find spicy bits” 

Page 19: “Colonialism for dummies” 

Page 47: “A synonym for raft is foundation” 

Page 71: “Re ember” 

Page 79: “To the boy pounding on our back door at midnight” 

 
Suggestion for middle of event: 
 

If you have a printer at home, visit EvanJ.ca/Updraft to print and play with the interactive 
poem provided. 

 
 
Part 2 (10-minutes): “Bonus tracks” to Ripping down half the trees 
 

The manuscript of the five poems is provided on the following pages. 

Poem 1: “Quipu” 

Poem 2: “Moose used to be the first word” 

Poem 3: “The day or bow draw or last breath” 

Poem 4: “Needle uncapped” 

Poem 5: “Rowing” 

  



Quipu 
 
 
I’ll bet Quipu is foreign to you, 
this 3D script, this ancient common hand. 
 
I’ll bet it’s tough to handle language like 
a handful of knots, 
to shake, to embrace, to literally 
finger words into place, 
knuckle your meanings relatable. 
 
I’ll bet a poet once skipped 
the odd phalange, 
or clenched a fist, 
built thirst for words 
in a grip. 
 
Or maybe they let the hand hang 
open, 
the shaking secant of a palm bare 
like 
the lines in a trunk, in verse, in our earth, 
an arthritic artistry 
revealing the seams in our age. 
 
I’ll bet someone made Quipu into more 
than economics, more 
than numbers frogged on a log. 
 
 
  



Moose used to be the first word 
 
 

Moose used to be the first word of this poem 
 
but the long double o was too 
on-the-nose. Yet 
 
like a creekside grove of low alders 
my diction and cadence are brushed 
 
aside, my want is barrelled, is barged 
by fear of a lonely bovine, 
 
by a fear increasing with each elbow 
of road I hike down alone. 
 
But a moose still burst to the head 
of this verse and sits 
 
awkward like the ton of muscle 
panic running on cloven hooves, 
 
or like end rhymes. Moose 
 
used to be the first word of this line 
but I changed it 
 
after our mutual trample, 
me with crap poetics, 
you with sharpened paddles 
 
chasing a hiker past Labrador tea 
until I flail, stuck in the bog mud 
and you munch me like cattails. 
  



The day or bow draw or last breath 
 
 
It’s still several months from open season. But she tells me we are already walking the same game 
trail. Says that my boot already falls within the mud splayed by her hoof. Says my scent can be 
picked from nearby bark. 
 
She is proactive. I taste the soft breath of her judgments. She takes stock of my place in the world. 
Weighs my demeanour. Anticipates what qualities will cohere and which ones will chafe. She does all 
this while nibbling the heads of aspen. 
 
* 
 
The moose cow lives in the dogwood and spruce east of the old rail line. And she too has seen me 
three times drive past. Has memorized my face. Has marked how I trace her within the creekside 
fiddleheads. 
 
It’s still several months from open season. Yet she already greets some quiet side of me. Points to 
the blossom of our spiritual courtship. My scouting hikes and fake calf calls the flirtatious dance and 
song of beginnings. 
 
* 
 
She tells me the hunt will be bigger than the moment. Than the day or bow draw or last breath. It 
exists somewhere between punitive and celebratory. And is both. That’s the odd shape of this 
interaction, real life and illogical. Religion cannot reckon it. 
 
I tell her the hunt will be just a rendezvous in our already steady relationship. Just my fingers 
adjusting the hair between her shoulders. A future memory recalling the smell of each other’s sweat. 
We agree on these points. 
 
* 
 
She tells me the hunt will be bigger than the moment. I tell her the moment still worries me. The 
pain of it. How, with an arrow, I will slit the smallest hole in her giant hide, and through it a life will 
slip from lungs and paint our autumn air the colour of iron. 
 
The moment between the cut and death will become the longest minutes an animal will ever live. 
She reminds me that the minutes will be electric and memorable. But also trivial. She says that they 
should be treasured and simultaneously devalued, as they too will pass. 
 



* 
 
She reminds me that down the line of age, I too will be dispatched. Will be cut down to dust. Will be 
sent with her and a dozen rabbits and a hundred pheasants and a thousand walleye to ponder all of 
our connections. 
 
But first I must consider the neighbouring bull. How it will pass in the rut over the very spot the 
cow could have been. And he will find nothing. So the place will mean nothing to him. And he will 
simply walk on. Until later when he meets a cow in the next forest over. A cow past the creek. A 
moose unknown. 
  



Needle uncapped 
 
 
Did you know 
the letter N, the same one launching 
Needle 
takes its blue colour 
from the hieroglyph for 
snake 
like the slither of a vein 
dug from this corner of our town 
 
Did you know 
an injection from that stem makes the world a flower 
and the user gets a petal crown 
gets to be Queen for an hour 
and therefore she goes untouched 
and every piece of history that has grappled her 
is now hands-off, unclutched 
 
Did you know 
the little blood splattered all over our granite walls 
is black and brown like night like mould like skin 
and that’s likely why it’s overlooked 
too dark to see, too difficult to clean 
 
Did you know 
that today I’m outside gathering 
syringe tips like little stars 
broken off into a flicker, into a sparkle 
metal tips bright like a pain in my sole 
in my soul, like little stars 
they give my skin pins and needles 
 
Did you know 
that I’m always angry when I tidy 
this building’s back corner 
when I work this odd job I’m not paid for 
when I notice how dirty this part of town looks 
and did you know that my anger 
is not based in the garbage 



or the people using 
but in the systemic dots I’m forced to connect 
 
Did you know 
that on some level, the syringe itself is protest 
a rebellion by its littering 
a scream for help 
a human unable to fight, a body limbless 
the danger of a needle uncapped simply 
an attempted plea to the finder 
an attempt to get your attention 
on a subject 
on a person that few see 
 
Did you know 
you can see this silver tip as tinsel 
this tourniquet as garland 
this cooker as bauble 
decorating this puked on shit on sidewalk 
this holiday home where live the homeless 
the street folk, the addicts, the friends 
yes, I mean real people, I mean my friends 
 
Did you know 
more help would happen 
if first we rejoiced in our addiction 
if first you noticed 
the snaking elegance of the problem 
the beauty rubbishing in our corner 
  



Rowing 
 
 
My father is digging 
for a memory, drinking bad black rum 
not for taste but for the nostalgia. My father 
he is a barrel of muscle, sturdier now at sixty 
than any year of his youth. He tells me 
 
he worked with his hands like his old man, 
replaced the coast for the plains, 
fishing nets for an arc welder. 
Yet they both gained the same holes in the skin. 
The same scars. My father 
 
he tells me about a storm 
and jumps into a wave forty years away 
watching a boat come over the bay, 
his Nanny, a saint, seated high, 
his Poppy rowing alone 
levering ores into the wet earth 
like prying stones from a garden. 
Building a pile. 
The man would grab at a swell, 
toss it behind, 
breathe down into the trough 
for an unseen minute 
before the next cresting 
one hill closer. 
All this to come for dinner. 
All this rowing. 
 
My father is drunk and visiting me 
for an evening meal. 
This is the prairie, so it’s a blizzard. 
I tell him the drifts outside are like waves 
and we watch them flood the road. 


